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Abstract

The optimization of resources and energy consumption of production system is one of the fields in which industries should make relevant 
improvements to successfully integrate sustainability aspects in the Factory of the Future (FoF). Due to the complexity of this issue, one of 
important challenge for the success of any assessment or resource optimization strategy concerns the control and the availability of all relevant 
data and knowledge along the product lifecycle. The aim of this work is to explore the capabilities of knowledge based frameworks combined 
to Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) approaches as a backbone for supporting resources optimization within a sustainability perspective.
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1. Introduction

Despite the growing interest of sustainability and 
environmental requirements, many innovative developments 
still have to be achieved in order to cope with increasing 
products and markets complexity. Industry must be strongly 
restructured and existing breakthrough technologies must be 
more innovatively applied to realize green growth. 

The major focus will be on the optimization of design, 
modeling, simulation and evaluation of product, production 
systems and processes before a new factory is built or any 
modifications are made on existing one. By redesigning 
products, processes and tools to achieve more sustainability, 
considerable improvements in manufacturing quality can be 
reached what acts as a motivation to whole industry sectors.

In practice, some relevant factors should be considered for 
the development of sustainable production systems, regarding 
to efficient resource consumption prospect: 

First, a metric is required to allow the measurement of 
resource and energy consumption by different machines of the 
production system. It can contain a classification of energy 
users and allows comparing machine tools with others. 

Although research already focuses on optimizing 
individual machine tools of a production line regarding 
energy efficiency, a comprehensive view on the whole 
production is still missing. Indeed, optimizing of a production 
line regarding resource consumption efficiently requires 
knowing measurement throughout the whole life cycle of the 
production line, including non-productive standby time and 
resource consumption caused by transport conveyers between 
different workstations, regarding a specific configuration of 
the production line, and a specific production process.

Second, Existing simulations of production lines should be 
extended in such a way that they will allow finding an optimal 
operating state under consideration of all relevant parameters 
during the planning phase. Typically, plant simulations are 
only done when planning larger modifications in the 
production line, i.e. for a long-term strategy planning. Later, 
such simulations are not repeated, although alterations in the 
product might have been appeared. Thus, there is the need to 
further extend existing simulation tools so that they will be
able to integrate energetic aspects. 

Third, the availability of up-to-date data in the necessary 
data formats is still a problem to perform efficient simulation 
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and to get a real time feedback from measurement sensors. 
Not every tool or not every data are integrated into the global 
Enterprise Information Systems. 

In addition, another major challenge will concerns data and 
knowledge transmission from strategic to tactical processing 
planning on one hand, and between tactical and operational 
level, on the second hand. Since the responsibility is given 
from the production planning engineers to the line manager,
there is an interruption in the logical information flow due to 
heterogeneous expertise of the employed personnel. Also, the 
role of manufacturing experts and operators as a source of 
knowledge and feedback for a successful development and 
deployment of a sustainable strategy is already missed. 

Sustainability oriented framework should embed 
knowledge extraction and capitalization facilities. These 
facilities are currently provided by the so-called knowledge-
based frameworks, which are an integration of knowledge 
management methodologies, domain ontologies, dedicated 
databases, inference engines and assistance functionalities.

Regarding the above discussion, there are too many aspects 
that are not yet taken into consideration, reaching from the 
strategic up to the tactical planning. This paper focuses on a 
central problematic that can give immediate outcomes for the 
existing systems and interesting recommendations for the 
development of future sustainable factories. 

This problematic concern the integration of Knowledge 
based frameworks and data structuring and sharing through 
Product Lifecycle Management approaches to achieve
sustainability purposes. 

The main scope is not to deal with the technical issues but 
to discuss how such kind of integrated frameworks, which we 
name KB-PLM frameworks for “Knowledge Based combined 
to Product Lifecycle Management”, can be applied to support 
new generation of sustainability frameworks. 

2. Literature survey

Several definitions of sustainability have been proposed, 
over time [1]. The World Commission on Environment and 
Development declaration [2] reads: ‘‘sustainable development 
is a process of change in which the exploitation of resources, 
the direction of investments, the orientation of technological 
development, and institutional change are made consistent 
with the future as well as present needs’’. According to such 
definitions, sustainability concept includes all eco-friendly 
approaches and methodologies to preserve environmental 
conditions and resources [3]. 

Regarding the great impact of its outcomes on the quality 
of life, sustainability became one of the most important 
challenges for research communities [4]. It has been applied 
in many fields, including industrial design, engineering, and 
manufacturing. [5]. In manufacturing, several models and 
frameworks have been developed for implementing 
sustainability [6,7]. For example, Jovane et al. [1] propose a 
reference model for proactive action (RMfPA) to implement 
competitive sustainable manufacturing, at national and global 
levels. The role of suppliers is also highlighted as a key factor 
to reach sustainability goals by [8]. 

The main issue of sustainability is the optimization of 
environmental impacts of the product along its lifecycle, from 
design to disposal stages. This issue emphases two main 
assessment tasks: energy and resource consumption, in one 
hand, and gas emissions and waste, in the other hand [9].

In these fields, several works are developed to cope with 
consumption assessment issues such as the project BEAT that 
means in English: “Assessment of the energy efficiency of 
alternative processes and process chains” [10] or the 
Environmental Analysis methodology proposed by [11] for 
energy consumption characterization for milling machine tool 
use in various manufacturing contexts. An interesting 
decentralized Architecture for Multilevel Monitoring and 
Control of Energy Consumption and optimization is proposed 
by [12]. With this architecture, energy control loops are 
closed at different control levels to push production systems 
towards their optimal operating point.

Despite the variety of methods and frameworks, a common
key factor for the successful of any sustainability strategy 
concerns the availability and the sharing of relevant data and 
knowledge. According to Verl et al. [13], an important step to 
achieve energy efficiency is to inform the involved persons 
and automatic control systems about the consequences of their 
decisions and actions have on the energy consumption.

This issue is pointed out by Rünger et al. [14] who 
highlight the role of existing IT systems, such as PLM to 
integrate Lifecycle Assessment data and related energy 
consumption. The integration is based on data link between 
the product development view and the manufacturing view on 
the product structure.

Indeed, regarding the increasing role of the Information 
and Communication Technologies (ICT), these systems might 
foster better consideration of the sustainability aspects by 
supporting the management and the traceability of relevant 
data and information [15]. Thus, it will facilitate stakeholders’ 
collaboration during engineering and manufacturing processes 
of both product and production system. 

In the literature, PLM is considered as a strategic business 
approach that applies a consistent set of business solutions to
support the collaborative creation, management, use, and 
dissemination of product information across the extended 
enterprise [16]. 

The idea of using product lifecycle management (PLM) 
capabilities to achieve semi-automated capitalization and 
integration of heterogeneous knowledge from various 
enterprise information systems is proposed in the literature by 
Bosch Mauchand et al. [17]. The aim is to support assessment 
of manufacturing enterprise processes in terms of 
performance and value indicators.

Regarding KM research community, numerous solutions 
are developed with the aim to support knowledge modelling, 
storage and reuse [18]. In industrial domain, for example, a 
Knowledge Based System is proposed in the USIQUICK
project to help experts to define milling process plans in 
aircraft manufacturing with a high amount of re-engineering
that implies particular geometries and processes [19]. Another 
interesting example of knowledge based approach is proposed 
by Shang and Bernard [20] to support process planning and 
part grouping for additive manufacturing.  
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Based on this literature analysis, the main question to be 
addressed is how to exploit the recent innovations on the TIC 
domain to support sustainability improvement purposes.  

3. Conceptual Framework 

Based on this area, the different expected outcomes of a 
KB-PLM integrated approach dedicated to sustainability 
purposes can be summarized in the following items (fig. 1): 

Fig. 1. Global KB-PLM framework for sustainability purposes 

Data and knowledge concerning resources consumption are 
dispatched in different machines and conveyors. 
Furthermore, some additional knowledge is available only 
from the production engineer, workers or maintenance 
experts who can give some indications about the real 
behavior of the whole production system. The first 
question to be resolved is: How to capture and extract 
relevant data and knowledge from different available 
sources in order to give inputs for the different simulation 
and decision making modules? With the hypothesis that 
there exist for each machine and conveyer a set of sensors, 
the first stage of the proposal is to identify how these 
sensors can be used to provide useful data for sustainability 
prospects. In parallel, it will be interesting to investigate 
how the knowledge-based approaches can be used to 
complete the concrete measures by relevant expert 
knowledge. Based on this, the real challenge is how to 
federate all these outputs to obtain an indication, not as a 
sum of individual consumption factors, but as a result of 
the whole production system regarding to a specific 
configuration of the shop floor and specific process.
Due to the complexity and the heterogeneity of data and 
knowledge, the second question to be resolved is: how to 
organize this huge mass of knowledge in an efficient way 
that facilitates its exploitation from the different simulation 
and optimization supports? With the hypothesis that there 
exist simulation modules performing sustainability 
purposes, this second part of the proposal is the central 
issue and deals with the problematic of knowledge 
modeling and structuring. ultimately, the outcome is to 
develop data and knowledge model that the concepts and 
the structure is piloted by the sustainable simulation 
requirements in one hand and existing knowledge sources 

in the other hand. As a result, synthesis of the different 
kinds of expert knowledge and measured data should be 
performed in order to provide an integrated model for the 
Production System, Production Process and Production 
Resources relied to a model of sustainable simulation 
module. This will be defining the structure of the new 
sustainable oriented product model.
The third important question to be resolved for the 
development of an integrated knowledge-based framework 
for sustainability purpose concerns the integration and the 
sharing of the information along the whole production 
process. PLM approaches can be exploited in order to 
realize collaborative processes and workflows enhancing 
sustainable information sharing in the new digital factories. 
The challenge here is the definition of information flow 
between all involved persons in the sustainability process 
but also the mapping of information between different 
production lifecycle phases. Furthermore, it is necessary to 
define mapping strategy between material resources 
contributed to the global sustainability process (measure, 
extraction, simulation, and optimization) such for example, 
a database contains the machine’s individual process data 
and which can be required to be accessed from various 
simulation programs. This research issue can be integrated 
in a more generic problematic concerning semantic and 
technical interoperability between heterogeneous software 
and hardware to cope with sustainability requirements.
The last challenge deals with the representation and the 
providing of this knowledge to the right experts at the right 
moment. The capabilities of Digital Factories offering 
collaborative data 3D visualization, based on virtual and 
augmented reality technologies, can be prospected to 
evaluate its potentialities to cope with this last challenge.  

3.1. Resource consumption in production systems 

To perform sustainability oriented framework, the 
following aspects should be considered as inputs: 

A machine tool is the basic element of a production 
system. Here, a metric is required that allows comparing 
machine tools with each other. 
A clear definition of power consumers for a machine is 
required, which can be measured before, during, and after 
the manufacturing process. In addition, the energy for 
“stand-by”, for powering up and powering down a machine 
should be considered.
Processing time: Depending on the individual processing 
step, the processing time will differ. While some processes 
need a significant amount of time, others are much shorter.
Additional time: Typical manufacturing processes do not 
only consist of morphologic steps, but also of others such 
as transporting, quality check, buffers, etc.  
Knowing the energy consumption of machine tools for
various manufacturing steps (including non-productive 
standby time), generic manufacturing processes have to be 
defined for a typical machine tool, which defines material, 
geometry, surface quality, etc. that has to be generated. 
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3.2. Handling production system knowledge  

Nowadays, it is impossible to assess complete production 
lines in order to compare them regarding their energy 
efficiency or resource consumption effect. Consequently, 
there is a need to develop a reference system and to verify it 
using selected production processes, on the European level as 
well as under a global aspect. Such a reference system should 
have multiple tiers: production machines (machine tools), 
production lines, and energetic simulation of production lines.

Once the product design is finished, the production 
planning takes place which takes into account existing 
machine capabilities, their availability, and their general 
suitability. Since the focus here is on the process capability 
and the required throughput, energetic aspects are an 
additional factor, which is not taken into account, yet. 

A further impediment for a continuous energetic 
consideration of a production line is the fact that different 
disciplines and different persons are involved in this process. 
While a production planner uses very abstract IT-interfaces to 
optimize a production line under a logistic strategic aspect, 
the production engineer as well as the responsible of the 
production line has no suitable interface for the everyday 
tactical planning and for energetic optimization. 

In fact, running one single machine for one single 
manufacturing step in an energetically optimal point does not 
guarantee that the whole process does the same. As a matter 
of fact, it might even be better to run single machines in a 
non-optimal energetic condition, while the overall process 
still performs better under the energetic aspect. 

The production system might be considered as a product 
with its own lifecycle that is connected in some stages to the 
end product lifecycle. On the one a hand, integrated design of 
production equipment and process takes an increasingly high 
importance in the whole production equipment lifecycle. The 
different choices and decisions taken during this phase 
strongly impact other lifecycle phases. On the other hand, the 
use phase generates the major part of project costs and energy 
consumption of a production system. 

The real costs in terms of resource and energy 
consumption of the production system results from four main 
criteria: The production process, the usage time for each 
production machine, the configuration of the production plant, 
the handling supports and the repartition of preventive 
maintenance costs and supplying, etc.

An efficient resource optimization is then strongly 
depended on the level of availability and management of 
manufacturing knowledge, which concerns the process 
scheduling, the set of resources (human resources, machines, 
tools and tooling), the organization of the manufacturing unit 
(work station) and the manufacturing know-how.

3.3. Sustainable knowledge and product lifecycle management

In order to formalize this knowledge, several tools such as 
ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) modules, PDM (Product 
Data Management) and related tools (CAD, CAE, etc.) and 
MPM (Manufacturing Process Management) and Virtual 
technologies tools are involved. 

The diversity and the heterogeneity of software data 
models and interaction processes increase the complexity of 
the knowledge-based frameworks building. 

The exploitation of PLM approach might give several 
advantages to facilitate the extraction and the sharing of the 
product and process knowledge regarding sustainability goals. 

The ICT solutions to support PLM approach result from 
the integration between heterogeneous information systems 
cited above. Because of their distributed and multi-IS 
connection properties, PLM offers significant advantages to 
support the knowledge caption stage [17]. PLM approach 
might improve the caption of the product and process 
knowledge from numerous applications. This approach might 
be also used to generate, organize, share and reuse the 
relevant knowledge according to a sustainability prospect.

However, the main focus of existing PLM solutions is in 
the support of product development activities. Even though 
PLM concept includes management of all product-related 
information during the lifecycle, the existing PLM solutions 
have less capabilities to acquire and manage lifecycle data 
occurring in distribution, usage and end-of-life stages, which 
have huge potential in creating value for stakeholders. This 
assumption is also true for the management of sustainability 
data produced during different product life stages. 

Figure 2. Knowledge asymmetries for the integrated KB-PLM approach

Figure 2 gives a global illustration of this complexity 
regarding the different connections between the products life 
cycles and the corresponding “production systems” (i.e. 
recycling system) life cycle. 

The triggering of the manufacturing and recycling stages of 
the product implies the beginning of the service stage of the 
production system and the recycling system respectively. In 
the phase of process engineering are defined the main 
manufacturing and assembly activities that might generates 
the principal requirements for the production system. 

The different decisions taken during the process 
engineering and production planning of product impact 
strongly the efficiency of the production system. The different 
technical solutions defined during the product design 
(material, BOM, etc.) might also impact the characteristics of 
the manufacturing system. 
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The manufacturing and recycling stages contain the most 
important percentage of energy and resource consumption. 
The assessment module evaluate the energy and resources 
consumption of different production system components and 
feedback it as new constraints to be considered in the early 
product development stages.

Taking into account this complexity, several collaboration 
patterns and knowledge sharing are required along various 
production system life stages. Therefore, the integrated PLM 
approach will be built from a set of interactions between 
different IT servers. 

For instance, an integrated approach should be considered. 
Thus, the Product lifecycle Management capacities should be 
extended to a “Production System” Lifecycle Management.

4. Global methodology for building sustainable KB-PLM 
framework

As shown in the figure 3, the definition of the hybrid 
Knowledge Based - PLM framework to support resource 
optimization should be fulfilled according the following steps:

Figure 3. Global approach for the definition of KB-PLM framework

4.1. Definition of the production system model

Define a structural representation of the production system
that provide knowledge about: components, its functions, 
the way it fulfils each function, the energy needed for the 
fulfilment of each function and, the relationship between 
the main parameters describing energy and resources 
consumption for each pair (function – component).
Describe, according sustainability and energy optimization 
point of view, the way the different production activities 
arise along the process dedicated to a specific goal and that 
activities emerge due to deployment of different tools 
along the production process. 
For each activity of the process, the following items are 
defined: material and informational flows (input, output); 
the resources involved and the energy consumption.
Built a sustainability-oriented taxonomy of a production 
system that helps to identify all knowledge sources, 

required by any resource consumption evaluation, 
simulation or optimization method. 
This taxonomy might be defined as an application of the 
knowledge model in a specific manufacturing domain but 
also according to specific type of product and working 
conditions. 

4.2. Definition of the optimization process model 

Formalize different activities and information required for 
the simulation of energy consumption for the whole 
production system. That implies to analyze the content and 
state of various inputs and outputs of the simulation and 
optimization modules. The aim is to define the activities 
sequence, the possible overlapping and the intermediate 
information exchanges between these activities.
Built a generic sustainability-oriented taxonomy that 
includes all measured indicators, which are inputs for 
different sustainable decision supports. This model should 
include a classification of all outcomes of the current 
optimization systems. Other main actions in this activity 
are detection of information flows as well as identification 
of relevant sustainability knowledge.

4.3. Definition of the knowledge base structure

Define the data structures and system architectures which 
will better meet the representation of production system 
characteristics according to resources efficiency view. This 
will facilitate knowledge retrieval and inference for 
sustainability requests.
Define the mapping between relevant items identified in 
the knowledge models (defined in the activities 1 and 2) 
within a sustainability perspective. This mapping will give
additional knowledge for optimization expert, such as, for 
example, a link between simulation inputs and all related 
data sources to improve their collection.

4.4. Definition of PLM workflows

Identify key requirements in terms of data exchange and 
critical events to be notified to relevant resources (human 
and material) according to their roles and their activities in 
the resource optimization process. These requirements 
should be transformed on business use cases implying
functional specification of the ideal KB-PLM framework.
Develops continuous and integrated workflows in digital 
factory mediated by the KB-PLM framework to cope with 
the needs of data exchange and event notification request. 
This will imply to specify several models that formalize 
the interactions between involved actors in the resource 
optimization process, between the user and the framework, 
and between the framework and other ICT systems.
Develop multi-levels interoperability strategy to support 
communication between heterogeneous tools according to 
semantic (data models), operational (process models) and 
technical (software standards) points of view.  
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4.5. Development of the KB-PLM framework 

Transform the key requirements on business use cases 
implying functional specification of the ideal KB-PLM 
framework regarding the specific sustainability context. 
Also focus on the identification of technical constraints to 
be resolved for the development of the final framework.
Develop technical solutions that help the implementation 
of the KB-PLM based framework. Interoperability between 
different ICT resources involved in the optimization 
process is one of the main problematic to be considered.
Develop the final solution as an integration of different 
modules (knowledge and data base, business software, 
collaborative workflow engine, ICT connectors).  

5. Conclusion

Resource optimization and sustainability are one of major 
aspects that the consideration should increase significantly the 
socio-economic competitiveness at global market. This work 
prospects interesting complimentarily to this domain offerings 
by opening new research applications based on the integration 
of ICT methods and tools.

To reach this goal, several collaborations should be 
expected between experts and scientists from various 
disciplinary fields in order to develop new generation of ICT 
frameworks within sustainability and green perspectives. 

Due to the complexity of this domain, we expected that the 
final outcomes of such approaches can be considered as a 
main contribution to the research area of Digital factories 
throughout at least one or more of the following items: 

Deep integrated KB-PLM environment for production and 
production planning. 
Extension of PLM systems by new functionalities for 
sustainability assessment.  
Extension of an existing knowledge-based frameworks by 
realizing new methods for the support of the production 
domain and by implementing new search strategies  
This can be integrated to cover the task of product data and 

knowledge definition in product lifecycle system by means of 
conceptual and technical integrated framework favoring the 
deployment of innovative ICT solution for digital factories.
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